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and device conﬁguration can then be used to produce
cell-laden layers or constructs. The resulting structures
have been employed subsequently for applications like
drug delivery21,40,53,57 and 3D cell culture studies.18,60,66,67 An emerging MFD approach that has
taken particular advantage of the unique ﬂuid
mechanics in small scale channels has been droplet
encapsulation. Here, cells are encased in discrete beads
of aqueous media formed dynamically using a
hydrophobic compound like mineral oil as an emulsiﬁer.23,46 The system is amenable to high-throughput
production and the size and composition of the
resulting droplets can be engineered for applications
ranging from cell sorting and screening to diverse
analytical assessments.3,7,13,14,19,42,44,48,57 Critically, the
approach also enables simple collection and transfer of
encapsulated cells for downstream translational
applications.
While many hydrogels can be employed for MFD
droplet encapsulation, alginate is a common choice
because it is bioinert and cross-links rapidly when exposed to divalent cations. In addition, alginate microbeads have also been shown to immunoisolate cells
in vivo when paired with speciﬁc polymers like poly-Llysine or poly-L-ornithine.17,32,37 Consequently, it is
used broadly in the ﬁeld, with a notable example being
islet encapsulation for diabetes treatment.17,29,32,37 A
major practical challenge to the gelation of alginate
beads in a MFD is the difﬁculty with which divalent
cations (Ca2+) can be introduced to the precursor
beads through the immiscible oil surrounding them.

Abstract—To support the increasing translational use of
transplanted cells, there is a need for high-throughput cell
encapsulation technologies. Microﬂuidics is a particularly
promising candidate technology to address this need, but
conventional polydimethylsiloxane devices have encountered
challenges that have limited their utility, including clogging,
leaking, material swelling, high cost, and limited scalability.
Here, we use a rapid prototyping approach incorporating
patterned adhesive thin ﬁlms to develop a reusable microﬂuidic device that can produce alginate hydrogel microbeads
with high-throughput potential for microencapsulation
applications. We show that beads formed in our device have
high sphericity and monodispersity. We use the system to
demonstrate effective cell encapsulation of mesenchymal
stem cells and show that they can be maintained in culture
for at least 28 days with no measurable reduction in viability.
Our approach is highly scalable and will support diverse
translational applications of microencapsulated cells.
Keywords—Alginate, Microencapsulation, Stem cell, Cell
transplantation.

INTRODUCTION
The use of microﬂuidic devices (MFDs) to incorporate cells into synthetic matrices has become
increasingly popular over the past two decades. For
example, cells mixed with hydrogel precursor can be
introduced to ﬂuid channels where gelation dynamics
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One solution to this challenge has involved suspending
CaCO3 nanoparticles in the alginate that can then be
decomposed with low pH to release calcium locally for
gelation.2,31,50,63,65 However, this approach results in
heterogeneous cross-linking due to inconsistent
nanoparticle dispersion, causing bead instability and
limiting downstream application. In response, an
alternative method to address the challenge was
reported by Utech et al.58 in which calcium–ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (Ca–EDTA) was instead
introduced to the alginate. Similar to the nanoparticles, Ca–EDTA could be dissociated with reduced pH
to release Ca2+ for cross-linking, but as a small molecule, could be dispersed more homogeneously in the
alginate to promote more complete gelation.
Despite the success of Ca–EDTA for generating
alginate beads in a MFD, obstacles remain to its broad
utilization. For example, the approach has been
implemented only in conventional polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) MFDs which are prone to clogging and
leaking due to internal gelation.2,50,63,65 In this report,
we circumvent these challenges by implementing an
unconventional material and channel design. For this,
we employ an adhesive ﬁlm-based MFD strategy that
has low infrastructure requirements while still being
able to produce microbeads with size and shape similar
to PDMS devices. Most PDMS devices have utilized a
slow ‘‘pinch off’’ mechanism to form hydrogel
beads.10,22,23,36,59 As an additional improvement, we
also produce alginate beads in the jetting
regime8,23,36,43 in our adhesive-ﬁlm MFDs, through
which formation by Rayleigh–Plateau instabilities
(RPIs) greatly increases throughput. This phenomenon
is not new to MFD droplet production and is actually
employed in droplet production outside of MFDs, and
such as electrospraying electrospinning.24,54,64 RPI
deﬁnes how a jet of ﬂuid is broken into a steady stream
of droplets through perturbations and vibrations that
are inherent to every stream of liquid.6 To assess our
approach, we focus on four key alginate bead formation properties that are critical to translation:
throughput, monodispersity, size, and sphericity.50,58
While many device designs sacriﬁce throughput to
maximize the remaining three characteristics, we show
that our system retains high throughput, through RPI,
while yielding beads with reproducible and controllable proﬁles. We subsequently demonstrate the utility
of the approach for effective cell encapsulation using
mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) as a model system,
showing high viability for at least 28 days. These results, enabled by a system that is easily scalable and
more reusable than PDMS devices, will enhance
translation of alginate-encapsulated cells for clinical
applications. While RPI has been used previously for
rapid droplet production,1,26,38,62 there is no report, to
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our knowledge, of cell encapsulation within monodisperse crosslinked hydrogels under the jetting regime.
While this may be a narrow classiﬁcation, there are
many downstream applications that require cells to be
encapsulated in small, monodisperse, and rapidly
produced hydrogel constructs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Reagents and Materials
The water-immiscible carrier ﬂuid is made by mixing mineral oil with 1% (v/v) Tween-80 (P4780, SigmaAldrich). A 50 mM concentration of the Ca–EDTA
cross-linker solution is formed by mixing 100 mM
CaCl2 (C77, Fisher Scientiﬁc) with an equal volume of
100 mM EDTA (E-5134, Sigma-Aldrich). Ultrapure
LVM alginate (BP-1312-29, Novamatrix, Sandvika,
Norway) is mixed in a 1.5% (w/v) solution with the
50 mM Ca–EDTA solution and kept on ice prior to
use. The low-pH cross-link initiator solution is made
by mixing mineral oil with 1.4% (v/v) acetic acid (0714,
Amresco).
Device Fabrication
MFDs are fabricated from adhesive thin ﬁlms using
a low-cost laser cutting technique for rapid prototyping. Adhesive ﬁlm patterning has a resolution (typically ~ 100 lm) that is sufﬁcient for cell encapsulation
applications while eliminating the need for the clean
room facilities and mask aligners used in PDMS-based
device production.4,15 In addition, the fabrication
approach is rapid and adaptable, produces highly
stable devices, and does not require use of a prefabricated master. The MFD consists of four layers: a glass
base, the microﬂuidic layer, a lid layer featuring inlets/
outlets, and a top PDMS layer to prevent leaks
(Fig. 1a). The microﬂuidic layer compromises an
adhesive ﬁlm (9495MPF, 3M, Minneapolis, MN)
patterned by CO2 laser cutting (Full Spectrum, Las
Vegas, NV) and attached to a glass microscope slide.
Channel thickness can be varied up to several millimeters using multiple ﬁlm layers, but for this report,
all devices consist of a single 100 lm thick layer. The
lid layer consists of a 3 mm thick PMMA sheet
(McMaster-Carr, Douglasville, GA), a 4 mm thick
PDMS layer (10:1 Sylgard 184, Dow Corning Corporation, Midland, MI), and two adhesive ﬁlm layers
between the two. Inlets and outlets are formed in the
PDMS layer with a 20G blunt needle and in the
PMMA and adhesive ﬁlm layers by CO2 laser cutting.
The top surface of the PMMA is attached to one
adhesive ﬁlm and subsequently sealed to the bottom
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FIGURE 1. MFD design. (a) Layered view of MFD. The adhesive film is patterned, attached to the glass slide, and then covered
with a PMMA/PDMS seal. The PDMS forms a tight junction with the tubing to prevent leakage. (b) (i) Mineral oil inlet, (ii) alginate–
Ca–EDTA inlet, (iii) acetic acid–mineral oil inlet, (iv) collection outlet. Left inset: magnified optical image showing high throughput
bead formation. Scale bar is 150 lm. Right inset: schematic showing introduction of acetic acid–mineral oil (orange) to reduce
solution pH and cross-link the alginate beads homogeneously through release of Ca2+ from the Ca–EDTA.

surface of the PDMS using air plasma to improve
bonding strength. The entire lid layer is then placed on
the top surface of the patterned microﬂuidic layer to
form the closed MFD. The resulting device is sealed by
applying even pressure to the entire device. Polytetraﬂuoroethylene (PTFE, Cole-Parmer, Vernon Hills,
IL) tubing is inserted into each port for ﬂuid delivery
and the MFD is left overnight at room temperature for
proper sealing of the adhesive ﬁlm.
Microbead Formation
The MFD (Fig. 1) consists of three inlets (i, ii, and
iii) and one outlet (iv). The mineral oil and crosslinking ﬂuids are introduced through inlets (i) and (iii),
respectively, using a microﬂuidic syringe pump
(Braintree Scientiﬁc, Braintree, MA). Once the channels are ﬁlled with oil, the 1.5% alginate–Ca–EDTA
solution is introduced through inlet (ii), forming droplets upon contact with the immiscible mineral oil
(Fig. 1b, left inset). Further downstream in the channel, the droplets are cross-linked due to decreased pH
induced by the acetic acid–mineral oil mixture
(Fig. 1b, right inset). The ensuing sinusoidal segment
of the channel is used to promote full mixing of the
carrier and acetic acid–oil mixtures through induction
of turbulent ﬂow, thereby releasing Ca2+ in the beads
and cross-linking them. Microbeads are collected in a
50 mL conical tube connected to the (iv) port by tubing. Excess oil is aspirated from the solution before
washing with hexane three times, letting the beads
settle each time before aspirating, and adding fresh
hexane to the microbead pellet. The hexane dissolves
the residual mineral oil, allowing for effective transfer
from the organic phase to aqueous media. The beads
are ﬁnally washed with 100 mM CaCl2 three times to

(1) ensure proper gelation, (2) return the pH to 7.4, and
(3) remove any excess hexane as it has been shown to
be cytotoxic over an extended period of time. The
material can be used immediately or stored in 25 mM
CaCl2 at 4 C.
SEM Imaging
Alginate microbeads made from the MFD were
collected and washed according to the previous method above. Liquid alginate was then carefully poured
onto the beads and crosslinked with 100 mM CaCl2
for 5 min. The larger alginate structure was then
carefully dehydrated with gradually increasing concentrations of ethanol (50–100%). The beads were
critical point dried then imaged with a FlexSEM 1000.
Cell Culture and Encapsulation
Bone marrow-derived MSCs are cultured with
DMEM (PT-3238, Lonza) at 37 C and 5% CO2 in T175 ﬂasks (Ref 431080, Corning) until conﬂuent. Cells
are trypsinized, centrifuged, washed, and then mixed
with the Ca–EDTA–alginate solution at a concentration of 1.5 9 106 cells/mL. The alginate-cell mixture is
employed to produce beads via the same protocol that
was used for clean alginate above. Following encapsulation, cell-laden beads are cultured in DMEM in 6
well plates (08-772-33, Fisher) at a cell concentration
of about 1.0 9 105 mL21 for up to 28 days. Viability is
determined on days 0, 3, 7, 14, 21, and 28 via a LIVE–
DEAD assay (Vybrant CFDA, Invitrogen) in which
carboxyﬂuorescein diacetate (CFDA) is used to stain
living cells and propidium iodide (PI) is used to stain
dead cells.
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FIGURE 2. Bead production rate as a function of Wf in dripping regime (a) and RPI (b) devices. Data was collected on multiple
independent MFDs for most Wf conditions (n = 3).

Inverted Microscope Imaging
All images are taken with a Zeiss Axiovert 200M
inverted microscope. Quantitative image analysis is
performed using ImageJ software.41 Bead production
rates are determined from videos over set timeframes
of approximately 3 s per condition.

RESULTS
Many previous cell-encapsulation MFDs operate
using a dripping mechanism,2,11,22,23,27,30,31,36,46,47,51,52,
56,58,59,61,65
in which beads are formed one at a time
due to periodic droplet necking by ﬂuid surface tension. We employ RPI as a mechanism to produce
beads.23,36,43,56 Through this effect, minor friction-induced perturbations in the outer surface of a coaxial
ﬂuid thread amplify until they eventually form the
thread into droplets. Because this instability is an
intrinsic feature of a ﬂuid jet, tunable droplet formation can occur in rapidly ﬂowing conditions with very
high frequency.
A critical factor for encapsulation devices is the
achievable rate of bead production. Dripping regime
MFDs conventionally have very low throughput10,23,36,55,56 because of the slow, serial manner in
which beads are formed. This ultimately limits their
translational utility by limiting yield, making higher
rates strongly beneﬁcial. We therefore next assess how
the bead production rate varies with the key experimental parameter of Wf. We initially evaluate the
operation of a MFD with a narrow channel downstream of the alginate–oil junction (Supplementary
Fig. S1) that promotes a dripping mechanism of bead
formation. Here, we maintain a constant mineral oil
ﬂow rate (4 mL/h) and vary that of the alginate. Note
that the different device geometry prevents a direct
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quantitative comparison of these results to the Wf of
our RPI device above, but values are similar and the
results provide a valuable counterpoint. As shown in
Fig. 2a, the dripping MFD achieves a bead production
rate of typically 5–10 s21 with no discernible dependence on Wf across the investigated range. This rate is
similar to that of other dripping MFDs previously
published, with some even claiming to be highthroughput.56 In contrast, bead formation via the RPI
mechanism (Fig. 2b) yields a rate 10–15 times higher
than that of the conventional dripping MFD with a
strong, linear dependence on Wf. This demonstrates
the increased throughput attainable with the RPI
mechanism as well as the reproducibility of the device
as this was performed across multiple devices (n = 3)
of the same pattern.
We next produce cross-linked alginate beads under
various ﬂow conditions to determine the variability
and the controllability of RPI formation. Figure 3
shows a histogram for beads produced using an
example condition along with the bright ﬁeld image
from which the measurement are obtained (inset). We
observe a narrow Gaussian population of diameter.
Table 1 shows data collected across ﬁve experimental
conditions for which we maintain the ﬂow rate of
carrier ﬂuid (mineral oil) at a constant 100 lL/h. For
convenience and for direct comparison to previous
literature,35 we consider as a parameter the water
fraction25 Wf, deﬁned as
Wf ¼

Vw
;
ðV w þ V o Þ

ð1Þ

where Vw is the volumetric ﬂow rate of the aqueous
(alginate) stream and Vo is that of the carrier ﬂuid. For
these purposes, the Wf is the ratio of volume of alginate following through the device compared to the
total volume of all ﬂuids ﬂowing through the device.
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Since the oil and alginate ﬂow rate are both changing
due to optimization, having one parameter to track
them both simpliﬁes the analytical comparisons. For
quantitation, bead size and shape are determined
through analysis of bright-ﬁeld micrographs with three
parameters considered in particular: diameter D, aspect ratio R, and circularity C. D is determined from
the total area (pD2/4) of each bead measured from an
image. R is calculated as the ratio of the major axis to
the minor axis while C is expressed simply as:
 
A
C ¼ 4p 2 ;
ð2Þ
P
where P is bead perimeter measured from the image.
For both R and C, values approaching 1.0 are
indicative of greater bead sphericity. In Fig. 4, an SEM
image of an alginate bead created by the MFD is

FIGURE 3. Histogram of alginate bead diameter for flow rate
conditions of 8, 100, and 8 mL/h supplied to inlets (i), (ii), and
(iii) channel respectively. Black line is a Gaussian fit to the
data, indicating an average microbead size of 89.72 lm.
n = 141. Inset: example bright-field optical micrograph of
beads produced with the described condition. Analysis of
such images provides the quantitative results used in the
histogram as well as the other parameters described in the
text. Scale bar is 100 lm.
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shown. This image visually demonstrates the sphericity
and smoothness of the beads. Although there is debris
around the beads, this is thought to be due to the
alginate surrounding the beads, and it was unavoidable
to capture them during imaging. In addition, we also
consider the coefﬁcient of variance (CV) as a metric of
monodispersity, deﬁned as the ratio of the standard
deviation of bead diameter to its mean. Generally, a
population is considered to be monodisperse when CV
is less than 5%.
We observe that beads are formed under all investigated conditions and ﬁnd that bead diameter generally increases with increasing Wf, in agreement with
past work.35 Across the entire examined range, we
achieve high values for both C (0.82–0.89) and R
(0.96–1.04) with no apparent dependence on Wf. While
there may be conditions that don’t lead to the creation
of such round beads, this data indicates that there is a
wide range of parameters that produce spherical
microcapsules. Because large beads are known to induce inﬂammation and/or immunogenic responses20

FIGURE 4. SEM image of alginate microbead made with
MFD. Beads sphericity and smoothness is shown in high
resolution. The debris seen around the bead is most likely due
to the alginate that was used to trap the beads after they were
crosslinked. The scale bar and magnification can be seen in
the bottom bar.

TABLE 1. Alginate microbead properties as a function of oil flow rate through channel (i).
Flow Ratei (mL/h)
3
4
6
8
14

Wf
0.032
0.024
0.016
0.012
0.007

D (lm)
180.65
124.51
131.53
89.72
54.84

±
±
±
±
±

7.42
6.37
4.94
2.49
9.63

C
0.85
0.82
0.89
0.86
0.83

±
±
±
±
±

R
0.07
0.10
0.07
0.09
0.12

0.96
1.04
0.98
1.03
0.95

±
±
±
±
±

CV (%)
0.02
0.03
0.02
0.02
.03

4.11
5.12
3.76
2.77
17.6

Alginate flow rate (ii) is kept constant at 100 lL/h. Flow rate of acetic acid–oil (iii) is downstream and does not impact results. The optimal
condition identified for our system is in italics. From T-B, n = 38, 68, 51, 141, and 193 respectively.
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that would limit the efﬁcacy of cell transplantation
applications, beads with small D and low CV are
essential. For minimal D, low Wf is preferred. We note
that the determination of D is a projection from a 2D
image obtained inside the MFD. While the precise
diameters of beads produced at higher Wf in our system may be skewed somewhat by the 100 lm chamber
thickness, the measured value can be considered the
largest bead dimension. In addition, while monodisperse or nearly-monodisperse beads are observed over
nearly the entire range, we ﬁnd dramatically larger CV
values for Wf at or below 0.010 in our system. Therefore, despite the reduced attainable diameter, low Wf
are inadequate. As a result, from these data we identify
Wf = 0.012 as the optimal condition for RPI bead
formation in our MFD, producing consistent, circular
beads with small diameter at a high rate.
Having established the ability to produce highly
regular and spherical microbeads at high production
rates, we next incorporate cells in the alginate solution
to perform cell encapsulation. To demonstrate this, we
employ bone marrow-derived MSCs and quantify
viability over a 28 day culture using a custom Matlab
code (see Supplementary Information). Figures 5a–5e
show typical images of encapsulated cells with LIVE–
DEAD stain at all time points where green indicates
live cells and red indicates dead cells. We observe
consistently high MSC viability approaching 100%

across the entire investigated range, similar to that
obtained in traditional 2D culture (Fig. 5f). Note that
because of the change in pH associated with crosslinking (see ‘‘Materials and Methods’’), it is particularly important to show that the cells remain viable
after the encapsulation process itself, as conﬁrmed by
the data. High cell viability is thus maintained for at
least 28 days in the microbeads produced by our
MFD, demonstrating the biocompatible nature of the
encapsulation process. Conversely, these results also
demonstrate that the addition of cells to the alginate
does not prevent gelation.

DISCUSSION
As cell therapy gains momentum, the need will arise
for encapsulated cells to be transplanted directly into
tissue. Microencapsulation in polymeric hydrogels—including alginate with perm-selective coatings12,28—enables
the
immunoisolation
and
localization of allogeneic cells for clinical applications.
For example, MSCs like those employed here can
potentially supply sustained release of therapeutic
molecules to provide localized immune tolerance that
may be beneﬁcial for treating auto-immune diseases.5,34,45 MFDs for cell encapsulation have signiﬁcant potential to achieve success in vivo based on four

FIGURE 5. Example fluorescent micrographs showing LIVE–DEAD staining of encapsulated MSCs 0 (a); 3 (b); 7 (c); 14 (d); and 28
(e) days after encapsulation. Day 21 data is shown in Supplementary Fig. S2. Dashed lines are bead outlines determined from
bright-field images of the same sample. Green indicates live cells and red indicates dead cells. All scale bars are 100 lm. (f)
Viability of MSCs across all investigated time points. Datum labeled 2D represents viability in conventional 2D cell culture before
encapsulation and day 0 represents viability directly following encapsulation.
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key characteristics: bead size, monodispersity,
sphericity, and production throughput. For bead size,
smaller diameters allow for better nutrient diffusion50,58 and reduce inﬂammatory responses in tissue.20
Similarly, high monodispersity limits the number of
beads with diameter outside the target size range while
also enabling more accurate dosing of cells for therapeutic applications; a critical factor when millions of
beads are being produced. We found that monodispersity became worse as the Wf dropped below 0.010
and this is most likely due to the RPI phenomena. As
the oil ﬂow rate increases, which decreases the Wf, the
droplet formation becomes more rapid, but eventually
the alginate droplets are formed too chaotically leading
to a higher polydispersity in diameter. High-sphericity
beads have a decreased risk for macrophage and protein attachment, thus minimizing inﬂammatory
response as well.16 Finally, greater throughput enables
the rapid production of large quantities of cell-laden
beads, which will be essential to translational dissemination. Many cell therapies involve transplantation of
concentrations over 1 9 106 cells/mL in order to see
clinical success.33,39,49 The beads have ﬁnite space
available to the cells, so increasing droplet production
is the only way to create a therapeutically relevant
volume of beads. Hypothetically, if 30 cells were
encapsulated in each bead and the production rate was
100 beads/s, it would take less than 6 min to encapsulate 1 9 106 cells. The number of cells able to ﬁt in
each microbead varies highly between cell types and
bead size so investigators will need to determine this
independently. Spherical, monodisperse beads that are
less than 200 lm in diameter are typically made with
MFDs.2,31,47,50,58 However, there is currently a limited
availability of methods that are capable of producing
these beads in a relatively high throughput due to the
conventional reliance on the dripping mechanism of
encapsulation. While highly controlled, this method
forms beads serially, after which they typically travel
single ﬁle along the MFD, introducing a bottleneck to
translational applications.
In this report, we employ a RPI mechanism to
generate small diameter beads with high sphericity and
monodispersity in a higher-throughput manner than
previous MFDs. The large opening in our device
immediately after the alginate–oil junction (see
Fig. 1b) provides a rapid reduction in ﬂuid velocity
that promotes jetting instability, ultimately leading to
droplet formation through a RPI mechanism. While
increasing the throughput up to 10–15-fold compared
to dripping regime devices, we are still able to produce
beads with properties that are potentially constructive
for translational applications. For example, under our
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optimal conditions, we demonstrate formation of
alginate beads with D of 89.72 ± 2.49 lm, C of
0.86 ± 0.09, and a CV of 2.77%. Once formed, our
beads are then introduced to acidic mineral oil to reduce pH and promote the release of Ca2+ from Ca–
EDTA and cross-link the alginate homogenously.
Critically, we also demonstrate that these beads are
capable of supporting cells to maintain viability in
long-term culture. Using bone marrow-derived MSCs
as a model cell type, we show efﬁcient incorporation
into MFD-produced beads. The cells can be maintained for at least 28 days post-encapsulation with no
signiﬁcant reduction in viability observed, suggesting
their utility for downstream applications.
While a single device may not be able to encapsulate
clinically-relevant volumes of cells, our MFD can be
scaled easily, run in parallel, and quickly adapted due
to the use of rapid prototyping with adhesive ﬁlm
microﬂuidics. We have also found that with proper
maintenance and cleaning, our devices can be used up
to ﬁve times before any apparent reduction in bead
production quality. This reduction comes from gradual
build-up of alginate and oil at the edges and junctions
of the device. In contrast, conventional PDMS devices
are typically capable of only a single use due to the
narrow size of the channels which tend to be the same
size as the beads they produce.9,14,27 Meanwhile, our
device has much larger channels which allows for
droplets to ﬂow around beads that get stuck, thus
improving reusability. PDMS devices also require a
new master (and thus photomask) to be produced for
each different MFD design, potentially limiting
experimental throughput.23 Therefore, our approach
has signiﬁcant potential to enhance the translational
use of encapsulated MSCs for regenerative medicine
applications.
ELECTRONIC SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
The online version of this article (https://doi.org/10.
1007/s10439-020-02453-9) contains supplementary
material, which is available to authorized users.
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